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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a new animal inspired methodology 

(AIM) named HRBAIM that is termed as human robotics 

based animal interaction method. Here, humans and robotics 

will perform a collaborative task by utilizing haptic 

technology and takes a joint action in our daily life works. 

This paper shows a pet dog can be handled or controlled by 

the machine robotics where robotics acts as a master for pet 

dog. The instructions are given to pet dog by his master who 

is robotics and the overall control is in the hand of human who 

is act as a Grand Master and robotics act as a slave for grand 

master (who is human). For providing continues surrounding 

interactions authors utilizes haptic technology. This 

collaboration/mutual-co-ordination of AIM (Animal Inspired 

Method) plays a vital role in daily life like during the absence 

of humans in their homes robotics will take care of their pet 

dogs. The other benefit to utilize this animal inspired 

methodology is to reduce the human burden, save energy, 

save time and most importantly transferring human 

responsibilities to the Robotics machines that ultimately 

provides a regular contact of humans with their pet dogs even 

in their absence. Hence, robotics easily handle problems 

occurs with pet dog artificially with a step closer to natural 

touch. In addition, this proposed methodology may also help 

to learn animals behavior to humans in intelligent manner.. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
As professionals become increasingly busy at work and 

especially on tours for business purposes on that time their 

pets are ignored by them. No one is there in their absence for 

take care of their pet dog. So, researchers developed a new 

methodology named Haptic technology that enables humans 

to assure with their pets whose main function is to provide 

regular or continues environment interactions especially in 

their absence in home. Haptic technology is an 

interdisciplinary field [13][27][12] in neuromorphic 

engineering [46] that provide tactile sensation when human 

interact with a computer [12]. It provides non-visual form of 

data communication [10] in which people and animals 

communicate [38] via touching [16][30][39] and sensing 

[8][43]. The main objective of haptic technology is a deeper 

understanding of human perception [7]. In nineteenth century, 

researchers were uses traditional technologies like codex for 

reading human perception [7] that did not give efficient 

results [20] so researchers replaced that old or traditional 

approach with new concept that is called haptic technology. 

The main significance to utilize this technology is it provides 

a deeper understanding between human and robotics through 

sensation. The machine haptics interaction (that is device 

interaction) is in the form of computer haptics that include 

various functions as an example rendering, modeling and 

stability etc and that can be easily diagrammatically 

represented as in figure 1: 

Fig. 1: A roadmap for Human Haptics. [12] 

and before performing remote interactions through haptic 

technology, then at first human operator is designed a haptic 

interface then linked up with virtual interface that can be 

diagrammatically represented in figure 2:  

Fig.2: Through Haptic Rendering : The interaaction 

between human operator and virtual interface[9]. 

 The main function of haptics interface [24] [32] is to solve 

problems occur during continues environmental interactions 

with virtual [22][25] objects and real world objects[6][25].  

Once human operator is connected with a virtual interface 

then the live surrounding interactions between both of them 

will be started that can be easily diagramatically represented   

in figure 3: 
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Fig.3 : Internal Working of human operator with haptic 

device[11][29] 

As different types of touch screen technologies [18] viz. 

resistive touch, capacitive touch, surface acoustic wave 

(SAW) and optics imaging [14] are used in haptic technology 

sometimes it can be named as Kinect technology [15]. It 

mainly uses tactile sensor [47] [48] with haptic feedback 

device [49]. The reason to use tactile sensor [13][47][48] is it 

performs its function in well-mannered and provide excellent 

results without sharing its device feedback [19] with other 

connected devices. That can be easily explained with the help 

of practical real life example as like haptic device is attached 

with cow that give feedback in the form of real feeling of 

bovine anatomy[37]. As researchers collected more efficient 

results after usage of this technology they clubbed or merged 

haptic technology in several different fields which are used in 

our real life as an example in medical field surgeons[36] used 

this technology too much [18]. The reason to prefer more this 

technology is to improve the accuracy of remote interactions 

[23] especially when deal with their patients and even through 

virtual assistants who are robotics [17][31][35] in hospitals, 

industry or house hold robotics. For providing remote 

interactions through virtual assistants robotics developers 

designed a mechanism for controlling their arms that can be 

easily diagrammatically represented as in figure 4:  

 

Fig.4: Designed Mechansim for  Controlling of Robotics 

Arm[32]. 

In general, Robotics body is built up of artificial skin that 

sometimes also called “ESKIN” (electronic Skin)[41][42][44] 

that helps to sense environment[34] in a better way due to its 

stretchable nature that remains sensitive to pressure and 

temperature[45][50] and results in the form of haptic 

intelligence that ultimately improve haptic device decision 

making ability [26][33].  

In this paper authors are proposing a new animal 

inspired methodology [40] named “HRABI” that is termed as 

human robotics based animal interaction. Humans and 

robotics performs a collaborative task for taking joint action 

having master-slave relationship. The pet dog is controlled or 

handled by his master robotics during absence of their grand 

master (who is human) in their homes. The working on this 

new designed methodology majorly depend on grand master 

instructions. This collaboration or mutual-co-ordination of 

AIM plays a vital role in our daily life now a days like during 

the absence of humans in their homes virtual assistants 

(robotics) will take care of their pet dog. The other benefits to 

utilize this animal inspired methodology is to reduce the 

human burden, save energy, save time, shifted human 

responsibilities to virtual assistants (who are robotics) manual 

interactions [12] that helps to enhance the level of learning 

[21] as an example PHANTOM (personalized learning with 

haptics when teaching with online media) Project that is 

divided in several parts and can be diagrammatically 

represented as in shown in figure.5: 

 

   Fig.5: Devidation of Haptic Project[38]. 

               Where HRI: Human Robotics Interaction. 

    SIR: Socially Interactive Robotics.  

whose purpose is to control the device that respond to a 

person who touch and helps to manipulate haptics that further 

linked to graphical computer simulated displays which 

provide feedback to the learners [28] and most significant use 

is it actually transfers human responsibilities to the Robotics 

machines and ultimately it will provide a regular contact of 

humans with their pet even in their absence. Hence, this new 

designed methodology helps to humans for learning animal 

behavior in natural but intelligent way. 

2. RELATED WORK 
(Rimmy Chuchra & Ramandeep Kaur et al Feb-2013) This 

paper discussed about the joint action taken by the humans 

and robotics for performing any task. Humans and robotics 

holds master/slave relationship where interface is act as a 

sandwich between the humans and robotics. The use of 

interface is to provide communication between human and 

robotics in natural way where human acts as a master and is 

responsible for giving instructions to robotics and robotics 

always acts as a slave that work as per instructions given by 

their master. The communication flow methodology between 

human and robotics can be shown in fig.6: [2] 
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Fig.6:  HRI: Shows Master/Slave Relationship. 

(Rimmy Chuchra & R.K Seth et al May-June 2014): Authors 

had been proposed a new procedure termed as “Human-

robotics Interaction based analysis-Using data mining 

techniques” that shows  how humans and robotics performed 

any task collectively by utilizing three different data mining 

techniques viz. classification, regression analysis and time 

series analysis. This designed methodology worked only with 

single type of data input format. It must be in discontinuous 

form (i.e. - in digital form). Theoretical and experimental 

based analysis investigated in this paper with significant 

results. [1] 

(R.K Seth & Rimmy Chuchra et al Jan 2015): Authors had 

designed a new communication flow methodology that works 

on two separate types of inputs given by the user viz. analog 

and digital form. The designed methodology also provides 

more natural way of communication while utilizing interface. 

Instructions can be easily managed by robotics given by the 

master-human. [3]  

(Rimmy Chuchra & R.K Seth et al April 2016): This paper 

presents the synergetic interaction between man and machine 

having master-slave relationship where a man act as a master 

and nano-robot act as slave. Here, nano-robot uses sixth sense 

technology device for mind mapping of idea by utilizing blue 

brain with swarm intelligence. The major benefit to use sixth 

sense technology device by nano-robot is to provide 

protection of human body from the radiations emitted by it 

(SSTD- as an example smart phone). The collaboration 

between man and machine intelligence leads to achieve a 

smart or intelligent joint action for developing projects in any 

industry or daily life works. [4] 

(Rimmy Chuchra & R.K Seth et al December 2015): This 

paper presents a qualitative approach for the improvement of 

existing education system that is termed as “Faculty 

Performance Metric Scale” (FPMS) by utilizing the 

application of ambient intelligence. Its major goal is to 

improve the overall quality of any education system by 

utilizing “FPMS”. Authors uses a methodology that shows 

mutual interaction among humans and service robotics having 

master slave relationship where human act as a master and 

service robotics act as a slave. The main function of service 

robotics is to store and monitor the faculty members during 

delivery of lectures. The collaboration between human and 

service robotics leads to achieve a joint action and shows 

active team work participation by utilizing natural 

interactions. In this way, this proposed approach provides a 

more natural way of communication among humans and 

service robotics. [5] 

 

 

 

3. RESEARCH DESIGN 

 

Fig. 7: A Roadmap for Animal Inspired Methodology for 

improving the interactions with the environment: 

4. WORKING 
At first step, an instruction in the form of command is given 

by his grand master who is human to the slave who is virtual 

assistant (robotics) through sensation of touch of human (who 

is his grand master) robotics is unlocked via haptic 

technology. The complete functioning of commands is based 

on the programming logic implemented in robotics arm as 

shown in above figure 4. In the second step, once robotics 

will be unlocked, through tactile sensors robotics will easily 

interact with the pet dog with a simple natural touch. The 

main benefit to utilize tactile sensors in pet dog body is to 

detect the vibrations in pet dog body in any situation as an 

example pet is feeling well, feeling irritated, mood for 

wandering, not feeling well etc. A simple touch provides a 

medium for social interactions between human and animal 

through virtual assistant (robotics machine). And the other 

major benefit is human can easily learn animal behavior by 

utilizing haptic technology via holographic interactions. 

Hence, this proposed animal inspired methodology (PAIM) - 
helps us to provide a strong remote interactions or sound 

remote interactions. In other words, you may say something 

like out of science fiction.  

5. CONCLUSION 
This paper discussed about how haptic technology plays a 

significant or vital role in our daily life work and also 

proposed a new animal inspired methodology named 

HRBAIM (Human Robotics Based Animal Interaction 

Method) for providing continues remote interactions of 

humans with surrounding say with the environment (i.e. 

Interactions with real world objects). Here, Authors 

contributed their efforts for providing an improved version of 

interaction of humans with the animals by utilizing haptic 

technology. The complete working of this new designed 

animal inspired methodology is based on master-slave 

relationship.  The most important thing is the real world 

object says pet dog is controlled or handled by virtual 

assistant machines (say robotics) that ultimately help to 

reduce human burden while transferring their responsibilities 

to machines when they are far away from their homes and 

provide a regular contact of humans with their pets even in 

their busy schedule. Hence, this HRBAIM provide a more 

natural touch of interaction between human and animals 

through machines in the form of non-verbal communication. 

Hence, by utilizing this haptic technology users will regularly 

contact with their pets even in their absence in smart and 

intelligent manner. 
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